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The Bruny Island Ferry Reference Group (BIFRG) held its 20th meeting 
on 4 November 2020 at the Jane Finn Room, Bruny Medical Centre at 
Alonnah. This communique has been compiled by the Department of 
State Growth and approved for publication by BIFRG members. 

Ferry service update 

SeaLink advised that passenger numbers for the July to September quarter are down in comparison to the 
equivalent period in 2019, however with interstate borders reopening, passenger numbers may soon 
increase. SeaLink advised that some staff members remain stood down, working reduced hours, or on leave 
as a result of decreased demand. 

SeaLink’s office at Kettering has now reopened to walk-in customers. Customers are reminded to observe 
safe social distancing measures and to use the provided hand sanitiser.  

On 19 October 2020, the Transitional Peak Season Timetable came into effect, providing for 16 return 
sailings per weekday. SeaLink is actively monitoring demand for the ferry service and working with State 
Growth to determine when a return to the full summer timetable is warranted. Ferry passengers are 
encouraged to check SeaLink’s official website for the latest timetable which can be found on SeaLink’s 
website here: https://www.sealinkbrunyisland.com.au/ferry/timetable.  

The Transition Peak Season Timetable provides flexibility for SeaLink to run extra services if needed. In 
assessing whether to run additional sailings, SeaLink monitors travel patterns and looks at the numbers and 
size of vehicles travelling to and from the Island to estimate the level of service needed at a particular time 
of the day. In doing this, SeaLink takes into account expected or known travellers, such as gravel trucks or 
the school bus. SeaLink acknowledged that this is not a perfect way to predict travel, and that when the 
booking system is in place predicting high demand will be easier.  

In response to a question from a BIFRG member, SeaLink confirmed that decisions around the day-to-day 
operations of the ferry service are made locally, and not from SeaLink Travel Group’s head office in 
Adelaide.  

https://www.sealinkbrunyisland.com.au/ferry/timetable


Mirambeena update 

On 29 August 2020, the Mirambeena made contact with the wharf at Kettering. The vessel suffered some 
damage and was taken off the run for a few weeks to undergo repairs. During this time, the Nairana and 
the Bowen provided the ferry service, shuttling as needed to meet demand.  

A full investigation was undertaken of the Mirambeena to determine the cause of the incident. The vessel 
was cleared to return to the service on 25 September 2020. SeaLink advised that the vessel will need to 
come off the run again in November 2020 undergo its Class Survey (which was previously extended due to 
COVID-19) and to enable final remediation in accordance with class requirements. 

Mirambeena was scheduled to undergo ballast tank coating and rectification works. Some of these works 
were undertaken while the vessel was off the run in September 2020, and the remaining works will be 
finalised following the survey inspection in November 2020. Completion of these works is a requirement of 
the Mirambeena’s most recent survey and was unrelated to the 29 August 2020 incident. SeaLink carried 
out the first part of the ballast tank works at Sykes Cove, North Bruny due to the level of noise generated 
by the sandblasting machinery. The four shipping containers temporarily placed on the Mirambeena’s lower 
deck are associated with these works.  

A BIFRG member asked a question about the long term future of the Mirambeena once the second new 
vessel is delivered. SeaLink advised that the future of the Mirambeena is still being determined and that 
SeaLink and State Growth are working closely together on this matter. 

Bowen Update 

The Bowen was slipped in November 2020 to undergo its annual survey.  

In response to feedback provided by the BIFRG, SeaLink is exploring whether improvements can be made 
to the vessel to give vehicles better protection from sea spray. SeaLink is speaking to local suppliers and 
sailmakers about potential improvements to the vessel. SeaLink is also looking at upgrades to the Bowen to 
reduce the vessel’s exhaust noise.  

Second New Vessel Update 

The second new vessel is still on track for March 2021 delivery. SeaLink is making a number of minor 
modifications to the vessel to enhance its loading and unloading capabilities, including some changes to the 
undercover lane, such as relocating toilet amenities upstairs to increase its width.   

Resident and Landowner stickers 

SeaLink is continuing to process new resident and landowner sticker applications. Residents and 
landowners who have yet to lodge their new applications and any required documentation should do so as 
soon as possible. Applications can be lodged online by going to the SeaLink website 
(www.sealinkbrunyisland.com.au/ferry) and selecting the appropriate category.   

If applicants require further assistance they can email brunyisland@sealink.com.au or call 1300 1BRUNY 
(1300 127869). 

Booking system 

In the second half of the meeting, the BIFRG had an in-depth discussion about the implementation of a 
booking system which caters to both booked and unbooked travel. 

SeaLink provided a status update on the booking system project. SeaLink has put together a project team 
and is consulting with stakeholders, both on and off the Island. At this stage, the focus of the consultation is 
on understanding how businesses and Island suppliers might use and benefit from a booking system.   

http://www.sealinkbrunyisland.com.au/ferry
mailto:brunyisland@sealink.com.au


SeaLink explained that the primary objectives of the booking system are to solve the issue of queues 
reaching the Channel Highway at Kettering and to provide surety of travel for passengers.  

The BIFRG discussed how the requirement to cater to both booked and unbooked travel does create 
some additional complexities which need to be worked through carefully. In particular, the following was 
noted: 

• the physical limitation of the ferry terminals and how this might present challenges for implementing a 
booking system.  

• a concern that unbooked passengers will be worse off under a booking system, and that this might 
force residents and landowners to book, even if they do not necessarily want to.  

• a concern that the booking system might have a more significant impact on residents than it will on 
visitors. It was suggested that residents are more likely to make ad hoc and spur-of-the-moment 
travel decisions than visitors and that a booking system may not readily suit this kind of travel.  

• a concern over how long it would take to make a single booking and how this time would quickly add 
up if residents and other frequent travellers have to book before every crossing.  

A BIFRG member suggested that there is widespread opposition for a booking system from those living on 
the Island. State Growth noted that while the BIFRG is designed to represent the views of residents and 
landowners, there is a large cohort of other travellers who may benefit from a booking system (such as 
businesses and tourists). These user groups are not necessarily represented on the BIFRG.  

SeaLink explained that currently, the only way it can predict and cater to additional demand is to survey 
travellers and make an educated guess about when vehicles will arrive at the terminals. A booking system 
will help flatten the load and spread passengers across multiple sailings so that passengers are not all 
arriving at the terminals at the same time. A booking system will also reduce the need for passengers to 
turn up to the terminals very early to secure a spot on their desired crossing. 

SeaLink explained that the booking system will be responsive and adaptable. There is scope to allow for a 
lower percentage of pre-booked spaces on ferries to start with, meaning there will be more availability for 
unbooked passengers.  

State Growth explained that the booking system was a part of SeaLink’s tendered ferry service. SeaLink’s 
contract with the Transport Commission requires it to implement a booking system that can manage 
queueing and demand and provide certainty for both residents and visitors using the ferry. The booking 
system will bring the service into line with modern practices employed in similar ferry services across the 
world. 

State Growth explained that the upcoming terminal works are designed to facilitate the introduction of a 
booking system and will allow SeaLink to separate booked and unbooked passengers. 

Travel Records 

SeaLink responded to a question about who can access to resident and landowner travel records and what 
those records are used for. SeaLink explained that while all team members who make ticket sales can 
access vehicle travel records, those records would only ever be accessed to process overcharges or 
undercharges or to issue refunds. This information is never disclosed or discussed with a third party and 
only vehicle details are stored, not individual passenger data.  

Information collected by SeaLink is stored in a combination of secure computer storage facilities and paper-
based files. In doing this, SeaLink has taken steps to protect personal information from misuse, loss and 
unauthorised access, modification or disclosure. Further, all staff members have signed a Code of Conduct, 
Confidentiality Policy and ICT Acceptable Usage Policy. SeaLink’s Privacy Policy provides more details. 
SeaLink’s privacy statement can be found here: https://www.sealinktravelgroup.com.au/privacy-statement.  

https://www.sealinktravelgroup.com.au/privacy-statement


Bulk statistical data is provided to State Growth each month as part of SeaLink’s record-keeping and 
reporting obligations in its Contract. These records are de-identified and only include the number and type 
of tickets sold for each fare type. 

Parking near the Ferry Terminals 

The BIFRG discussed parking around the ferry terminals at Roberts Point and Kettering. State Growth 
explained that there will be no changes to existing parking arrangements at Roberts Point as part of the 
upcoming Terminal Upgrade Works. At Kettering there will be a slight reduction in parking spaces to allow 
for the construction of a sealed bypass lane next to the ticket booth. 

State Growth advised that the construction of additional parking spaces at Kettering is outside the scope of 
the current ramp duplication and terminal infrastructure upgrade project and there are no plans to upgrade 
the parking amenities at Kettering. The BIFRG provided feedback on the current parking arrangement and 
this was noted by State Growth and the Kingborough Council. 

Terminal infrastructure upgrades update 

State Growth provided a brief update on the upcoming terminal infrastructure upgrades. The designs have 
now been finalised and a tender for the marine works was released on 7 November 2020. Landside works 
are due to commence in December 2020.   

Community matters

A community Q&A session was scheduled from 9:00 to 9:30 am. No community members attended. 

At the last community Q&A session, a community member asked a question about the cost of the earlier 
ferry terminal upgrade works. At meeting #20, State Growth provided the following information: 

• The stage 1 works completed in 2018 cost $315,000. These works included line marking and
marshalling areas upgrades at Roberts Point and power pole relocation works.

• The stage 2 works completed in 2019 cost $900,000. These works included road widening and
turning circle upgrade works at Roberts Point and minor works on the Kettering side.

• The construction of the overflow queueing lane in 2019 cost $80,000.

State Growth explained that the upcoming terminal upgrade works will build upon and enhance the 
operation of these previous upgrade works.  

Providing feedback 

It was discussed that the best way to provide feedback to SeaLink is via the Feedback Form on its website 
(https://www.sealinkbrunyisland.com.au/contact) or by calling the office on 1300 127 869. Phone lines are 
open Monday to Friday, from 8:30am to 4:30pm.  

SeaLink explained that providing specific and factual information with examples (if possible) is the best way 
to ensure it can consider and respond to feedback.  

Past minutes and communiques 

All of the past BIFRG minutes and communiques can be found on SeaLink’s website 
at https://www.sealinkbrunyisland.com.au/our-plan/bruny-island-ferry-reference-group. 

Next meeting 

The next BIFRG meeting will be held in early 2021. Dates and location details will be published on SeaLink’s 
BIFRG webpage prior to the meeting. 

https://www.sealinkbrunyisland.com.au/contact
https://www.sealinkbrunyisland.com.au/our-plan/bruny-island-ferry-reference-group
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